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Why do people vote the way they do? Can universal health insurance lead to a longer lifespan?
What countries aremore or less likely to erupt in civil con�ict? Assessing these questions requires
the ability to think analytically about data and statistics. This course will provide an introduction
to causal inference, probability theory, and estimation. The focus of this course will be on hands-
on data analysis and the practical application of basic statistical methods to real-world, relevant
problems.

� What Are the Broad Goals of the Course?

This course is a course on statistical theory, reasoning, and argument in the social sciences. The
course has three goals, in terms of increasing dif�culty. At the end of this course, you should

�. Be an intelligent and critical consumer of statistics, in the academic and popular literature.
�. Be able to implement standard statistical methods and interpret their output.
�. Be able to tailor these methods to a question of interest in your own research.

The course will have a focus on preparing you for a Junior Paper, Senior Thesis, or graduate-level
work. Statistical theory is the language we will be using, but we will be emphasizing quality of
communication, thought, and argument.

� Who Should Take This Course?

POL ���/SOC ��� is one of many courses satisfying several Departments’ requirements for quan-
titative reasoning. You should take this course if

�. You have not taken any other college-level Statistics courses.
�. You have an interest in political science, policy-making, economics, or another social sci-

ence.
�. You expect your Junior Paper or Senior Thesis to involve some form of data analysis.
�. You are willing to spend considerable time outside of class in order to keep up with the

material.
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� HowDoes This Course Compare to Other Statistics Courses?

POL ���/SOC ��� will be a very “hands-on” exploration of statistics and the concepts underlying
data analysis. We will not spend much time answering mathematical questions. Instead, we will
focus on analyzing data from different social sciences. Please do not mistake the light emphasis
on technical rigor with an easy class. We will be learning how to analyze data through the use of a
free statistical package, R. The problem sets will involve you analyzing and reporting on an actual
data set, and will require you to integrate communicating, analytic thought, and your knowledge
of the class material.

POL ���/SOC ��� is the �rst in a two-course, undergraduate sequence in applied statistics for
the social sciences. The second course is POL ���. Upon completing POL ���/SOC ��� and POL
���, youmay be interested in pursuing theUniversity’s Certi�cate in Statistics andMachine Learn-
ing.

� WhatRequirementsareSatis�edby thisCourse?WhatOtherCourses
are Available?

Politics Majors

POL ���/SOC ��� satis�es the analytical requirement for the Politics Department. Other courses
taught at the same level as POL ���/SOC ��� that satisfy the analytical requirement are POL ���,
POL ���, POL ���, POL ���, ANT ���A, ANT ���A, ECO ���, ECO ���, ECO ���, ORF ���, PHI ���,
SOC ���, WWS ���, and WWS ���. POL ��� and POL ��� do NOT satisfy the requirement. Among
quantitative courses, ECO ���, ECO ���, and ORF ��� are offered this semester. Of the others, POL
��� andWWS ��� are generally offered in the Spring, and both are comparable but less intensive
than POL ���/SOC ���.

WoodrowWilsonMajors

POL ���/SOC ��� satis�es the statistics requirement for admission to theWoodrowWilson School.
Other courses that satisfy this requirement are WWS ��� and POL ���. WWS ��� is generally
offered in the Spring, and is comparable but less intensive than POL ���/SOC ���.

Sociology Majors

Juniors majoring in Sociology are required to take POL ���/SOC ���.

Distribution Requirements

POL ���/SOC ��� satis�es the quantitative reasoning requirement. ORF���/EGR ���, PSY ���,
WWS ��� can be used to replace this course.

Certi�cates

POL ���/SOC ��� canbeused towards theStatisticsandMachineLearning certi�cate. POL ���/SOC
��� counts as a course from the Foundations of Statistics category for the certi�cate. POL ���
counts towards the Applied Statistics category. Please see the Center’s website for details.
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POL ���/SOC ��� may also be used towards the Program in Political Economy certi�cate.
Please see the Program’s website for details.

� Some Tips for Success

Below are some tips for succeeding in this course:
�. Attend lecture and precepts.
�. Complete the precept practice assignments.
�. Do not fall behind. This course is cumulative, andwewill regularly build on previous weeks’

material. If you start falling behind, see your preceptor immediately, in order to plan a
course for catching up.

�. Start the problem sets the day we send them out.
�. Speak up in precept with any questions you have.

� Data Analysis Using R

This coursewillmake regular useof theopen source statistical package,R, (http://www.r-project.
org). The package is free, and is quickly becoming an industry and academic standard. From the
New York Times:

To some people R is just the ��th letter of the alphabet. To others, it’s the rating on racy
movies, a measure of an attic insulation or what pirates in movies say.

R is also the name of a popular programming language used by a growing number
of data analysts inside corporations and academia. It is becoming their lingua franca
partly because data mining has entered a golden age, whether being used to set ad
prices, �nd new drugs more quickly or �ne-tune �nancial models. Companies as di-
verse as Google, P�zer, Merck, Bank of America, the InterContinental Hotels Group
and Shell use it.

“Data Analysts Captivated by R’s Power,” New York Times, ��/��/����

� Statistics Now and Later in Your Life

Youmay �nd immediate use for Statistics in other assignments, including your Junior Papers and
Senior Theses. As our world grows more and more data-intensive, the demand for people with a
working knowledge of statistics has only increased.

GOOD with numbers? Fascinated by data? The sound you hear is opportunity knock-
ing. . .A report last year by theMcKinsey Global Institute, the research arm of the con-
sulting �rm, projected that the United States needs ���,��� to ���,��� more workers
with “deep analytical” expertise and �.�million more data-literate managers, whether
retrained or hired.

“The Age of Big Data,” New York Times, ��/��/����
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� Textbook

Required

Imai, Kosuke. (����). Quantitative Social Science: An Introduction. Princeton University Press.

Optional

• Freedman, David, Robert Pisani, and Roger Purves. (����). Statistics. �th eds. Norton.
• Agresti, Alan and Barbara Finlay. (����). StatisticalMethods for the Social Sciences. �th eds.
Prentice Hall.

• Verzani, John. (����). Using R for Introductory Statistics. Chapman & Hall. (Free PDF)

� Course Components

�.� Precept Material (��%)

There will be ten precept assignments. These assignments will introduce you to commands in R.
These assignments will have two components. The �rst point is for a preliminary exercise, to be
done before precept. The second point will be for your precept assignment and will be due on
Blackboard at the end of precept.

When submitting preliminary exercises and precept assignments, please adhere to the follow-
ing guideline:

• In the author �eld of the document information at the top of each handout, put your name
and your precept number.

For example, if Marc from Precept � were submitting his compiled Rmarkdown�le to Blackboard,
this line would read:

author: Marc Ratkowic 3

Problem Sets (�⇥ ��%= ��%)

You will have three problem sets due through the semester. You will have roughly one week to
�nish each assignment, which will be distributed via Blackboard. You will be required to produce
the document using Rmarkdown. An electronic copy of your Rmarkdown �le and the resulting PDF
must be submitted to Blackboard.

Pleaseuse the sameprotocol fornamingyour�les, xxxProblemSetX.Rmd and xxxProblemSetX.pdf.
The problem sets are “open book,” which means that you can use you book, other books, any-

thing you �nd on the Internet etc. However, the problem set collaboration policy (described be-
low) is in effect.

Quizzes (��%)

You will have two in-class, closed-book quizzes. These quizzes will be used to test your under-
standing of concepts and ideas introduced during lecture.
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Final (��%)

You will be given a take-home �nal in January. The �nal will resemble a problem set. The �nal
will be distributed Thursday, January �� at �am, and it will be due Monday, January �� at �pm.

The �nal exam is “open book,” whichmeans that you can use you book, other books, anything
you �nd on the Internet etc. However, no collaboration at all is allowed on the �nal exam.

Late Policy

Any weekly assignment handed in late, without permission of the preceptor, will not receive
credit. Any problem set or�nal handed in late, andwithout permission from an instructor, will be
penalized ��%a day. Any quiz that is missed, without permission of an instructor, will not receive
credit.

�� Instructor and Preceptors

Instructor

Marc Ratkovic

Of�ce: ��� Fisher Hall
Email: ratkovic@princeton.edu
Of�ce Hours: �:��-�:�� R, or see WASE

Assistant Instructor

Will Lowe

Of�ce: ��� Fisher Hall
Email: wlowe@princeton.edu
Of�ce Hours: TBD

Preceptors

• Henry Gomory hgomory@princeton.edu
• AndrewMcMartin ajm�@princeton.edu
• Leah Rosenstiel leahsr@princeton.edu
• David Ribar dribar@princeton.edu
• Federico Tiberti �iberti@princeton.edu
• Bryan Schonfeld bryanjs@princeton.edu
• Patrick Signoret signoret@princeton.edu
• Wanru Xiong wanrux@princeton.edu

Preceptors of�ce hours will be posted on Campuswire.
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�� Resources

Aside from our regularly scheduled of�ce hours, we offer several additional sets of resources to
help you through this course.

�. McGraw Tutors In previous semesters, McGraw Study Halls and Tutors have provided cru-
cial assistance to many struggling students.

�. ReviewSessionsWewill offer amid-semester review session, in order to help students who
are falling behind. Wewill also offer a �nal review session. Occasional problem set sessions
will be offered as time and resources allow.

�. R Programming Drop-In Hours: The drop-in sessions are designed to give you a chance
to ask speci�c questions about issues you are having with the R programming language.
They will be staffed by students who have taken and done well in multiple courses using R.
Unless otherwise announced, R programming drop-in hours will be available on Sundays
and Mondays from �:��pm to ��:��pm at the McGraw Center in the Frist Campus Center.

�. Campuswire: We will host a Campuswire forum for this course. Substantive questions will
be addressed here, with both the instructors and preceptors managing the discussion.

�� Problem Set Collaboration

This language is adapted from the policies for COS ���.
Programming is an individual creative process much like composition. You must reach your

own understanding of the problem and discover a path to its solution. During this time, discus-
sions with other people are permitted and encouraged. However, when the time comes to write
code that solves the problem, such discussions (except with course staff members) are no longer
appropriate: the code must be your own work. If you have a question about how to use some fea-
ture of R, you can certainly ask your friends or the teaching assistants, but speci�c questions about
code you have writtenmust be treatedmore carefully. For each assignment, youmust speci�cally
describe in your R �le, whatever help (if any) that you received from others and tell us the names
of any individuals with whom you collaborated. This includes help from friends, classmates, lab
TAs, and course staff members.

Donot, under any circumstances, copy another person’s code. Incorporating someone else’s
code into your program in any form is a violation of academic regulations. This includes adapting
solutions or partial solutions to assignments from any offering of this course or any other course.
Abetting plagiarismorunauthorized collaborationby “sharing” your code is also prohibited. Shar-
ing code in digital form is an especially egregious violation: do not e-mail your code ormake your
source �les available to anyone.

Novices o�en have themisconception that copying andmechanically transforming a program
(by rearranging independent code, renaming variables, or similar operations)makes it something
different. Actually, identifying plagiarized source code is easier than you might think. Not only
does plagiarized code quickly identify itself as part of the grading process, but also we can turn to
so�ware packages for automatic help.

This policy supplements the University’s academic regulations, making explicit what consti-
tutes a violation for this course. Princeton Rights, Rules, Responsibilities handbook asserts:

The only adequate defense for a student accused of an academic violation is that
the work in question does not, in fact, constitute a violation. Neither the defense that
the student was ignorant of the regulations concerning academic violations nor the
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defense that the student was under pressure at the time the violation was committed
is considered an adequate defense.

If you have any questions about thesematters, please consult a course staffmember. Violators
will be referred to the Committee on Discipline for review; if found guilty, you will receive an F as
a course grade plus whatever disciplinary action the Committee imposes.

In regards to this class, we give the following guidelines. First, we understand precept mate-
rials and assignments are done collaboratively and in groups. So, for precept assignments, you
should not cut and paste someone else’s code. Second, problem sets are a more substantial part
of your grade, so you will not be able to look at others’ code during the problem sets. You can dis-
cuss the problem set questions, though. Third, during the �nal, there is no looking at each others’
work or discussion at all–the �nal needs to wholly represent your individual work. Please come
to us with any speci�c questions.

�� Regrade policy

If you believe there was a mistake with a grade you received for an assignment, you must submit,
inwriting (email), a detailed and clearly stated argument forwhat youbelieve is incorrect andwhy.
You should also attach a scanned copy of the entire graded assignment (if you do not have access
to a scanner, let us know). This must be submitted to Professor Ratkovic and Professor Salganik
no later than the beginning of class one week a�er the assignment was returned. For example, if
the assignment were returned to the class onWednesday, your re-grade request would have to be
submitted before the start of class on the next Wednesday. Requests for a re-grade a�er this time
will not be accepted.

If you request a re-gradewithin the appropriate timeframe, awritten responsewill beprovided
within one week of your request. This re-grade and written response is �nal. Please note that a
request for a re-grade of a speci�c problem may result in a re-grade of the entire assignment.
Therefore, a re-grade request may result in an increase or decrease of your overall score for the
assignment. This policy is modeled a�er the policy of Rocco Servidio.

�� Schedule

Weekly Schedule

Below is a normal week in POL ���/SOC ���:
• Precepts run on a Thurs-Wed cycle
• � amM: Handout for next week posted
• �:��–�:��MW: Lecture
• �:��–�:�� R: Of�ce Hours (Ratkovic, ��� Fisher)
• � amW: Answers for current precept exercise posted

Course Schedule

Below are the dates of problem sets and quizzes in POL ���/SOC ���:
• Problem Set �: posted F �/�� due W ��/�
• Quiz �: W ��/��
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• Problem Set �: posted W ��/�; due W ��/��
• Quiz �: M ��/��
• Problem Set �: posted W ��/�; due W ��/��
• Final: Distributed Thursday, January �� at �am, Due Monday, January �� at �pm.
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�� Week-by-Week Schedule

Dates Lecture Readings Precept Other

Week �: �/�� – �/�� Experiments QSS �.�-� (FPP �) Installing RObservational Studies QSS �.�-� (FPP �)

Week �: �/�� – �/�� Causality: Potential Outcomes The Colbert Bump Summarizing Univariate Data PSet �
Density Plots QSS �.�–�.� (FPP �) Out: F �/��

Week �: ��/� – ��/� Central Tendency and Variability QSS �.� – �.� (FPP � , �) Summarizing Bivariate Data; PSet �
The Normal Approximation QSS �.� – �.� (FPP �) FPP � In: W ��/�

Week �: ��/� – ��/�� Correlation and Causation QSS �.�– �.� (FPP � – �) Summary StatisticsRegression � QSS �.� (FPP �� – ��)

Week �: ��/�� – ��/�� Regression � QSS �.�. – �.� (FPP ��) Conditional Statements Review
— Quiz �— Session

Week �: ��/�� – ��/�� Expectation and Variance QSS �.� (FPP �� – �� ) None – MidtermWeekText and Network Data QSS �.�–�.�
��/�� – ��/� — Fall Break —

Week �: ��/� – ��/� The Central Limit Theorem QSS �.� (FPP ��) Loops � Pset �
Con�dence Intervals QSS �.� (FPP ��, ��) Out: W ��/�

Week �: ��/�� – ��/�� Hypothesis Testing QSS �.� (FPP �� – ��) Loops � Pset �
Statistical Signi�cance QSS �.� (FPP ��) Due: W ��/��

Week ��: ��/�� – ��/�� —Quiz �—
—No Class —

Week ��: ��/�� – ��/�� Difference-in-Means QSS �.� (FPP ��) Regression �More on Signi�cance QSS �.� (FPP ��)

Week ��: ��/� – ��/� Regression for t-tests Instructor Provided Regression � Pset �
Fixed-Effects Regression Instructor Provided Out: W ��/�

Week ��: ��/�� – ��/�� Multivariate Regression Instructor Provided Pset �
Summary and Conclusion Due: W ��/��

Note: QSS is Imai’s Quantitative Social Science and is required reading. FPP denotes supplemental readings from Freedman, Pisani,
and Purves.
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